Scientific Activities of Amanda BLANK

Regarding her background in International Environmental Law, Amanda BLANK is formally being asked to participate in the scientific activities of LEJEP and the School of Law.

She is also being asked to teach in the domain of Environmental Business Law and to supervise student research dissertations in this field.

In addition, she will be asked to share knowledge and experience based on her environmental research with The Institute for Energy and the Environment which specializes in publishing articles regarding various energy policy issues and smart grid implementation by speaking at conferences organized during her stay.

She will also share environmental knowledge based on her research with several distinguished professors, including Professor Paulo Machado who is considered the “father of environmental law” in Brazil.

Finally, as Amanda BLANK is connected to Vermont Law School, and important partner for the School of Law Cergy-Pontoise, working with Amanda will strengthen this partnership as it is being oriented towards the International Law program. She has been invited on a date between January and April 2016.